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Women’s special

An excerpt from ‘Aditya Hridaya Stotram’, is 
believed to bring auspiciousness, remove all sins, 
eliminate sorrow and extend longevity and bless us 
with robust health.

 “I bow down to Lord Surya, the Sun God whose 
hallowed presence is marked by graceful rays, he 
who is worshipped by both ‘Sura’(Deva) and ‘Asura’ 
– the God and demon clans, he who is the Lord 
of the Universe and ‘Vivaswanta’, the son of Sage 
Kashyapa.

Sarvamangala Maangalyam Sarvapaapa Pranaashanam
Chintaashoka Prashamanam Ayurvardhanamuttamam
Rashmimantam Samudyantam Devasura Namaskritham
Poojayaswa Vivaswantam Bhaaskaram Bhuvaneshwaram
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Dr Harish Hande
Selco Founder

Selco assures its support to all young and innovative minds with new ideas.
We in Selco, believe that if you fail in your efforts nine times, you definitely will succeed in the 

tenth time. So, do not be hesitant to give it a try, no matter what.
A platform is being created by Selco to enable approximately 10,000 women in Karnataka to 

identify their strengths and achieve something unique. May be it is monitory support and or men-
toring  them as a developmental ambassadors.

Individuals often step back from investing in the project which are the first attempts, presum-
ing a failure. There are high chances of a newly launched project getting failed by 90 to 95 percent, 
especially in the case of a unique innovations. This though prevents the investors to invest in the 
start-ups. But, in Selco, we invest for the innovative projects, ignoring the risk factor. As per our 
target, we have to prepare 10,000 innovative entrepreneurs in the next 5 years. The Sustainable 
Development Growth - 7 is coming to an end in 2030. We aim towards bringing out long-term 
ambassadors for India in the field of innovation.

Girl students who are currently pursuing their studies in High Schools, will reach their 20s by 
2025. Around 25,000 young women and 10,000 other women will be readied to be the new genera-
tion entrepreneurs by then.

In India, we have school, colleges universities and training institutes. There are Industrial 
Training Institutes (ITI) for women too. Apart from these, there are certain ITIs where outnumber 
men. Professional institutes too, are providing training for women. Chances will be provided to 
non-successful people in such institutes. It is true that all experiments do not lead to thumping 
success in the first attempt. A forum is set up by Selco for them to be the scientists or entrepreneurs 
of future.

We firmly believe that this will eventually lead to the progress of the Nation.
20 small firms with a good objective, can make a huge difference and bring upon a positive 

change with their achievements. Selco’s main objective has been to fulfill the long-time fuel re-
quirements and eradication of poverty.

Research works need to be done to explore the bright future of farming, dairy farming, animal 
husbandry, grocery shops, bakeries, small scale restaurants, textile business and handicrafts. In 
such researches, one needs to address the issues of scientific research, finance and logistics.

Climatic changes have been causing droughts and floods in various parts. Innovative methods 
should be discovered to lessen the impact of the losses causes by these calamities. Selco encourages new 
researches in this regard.  The research works are expected to uplift the financial status of people.

Setbacks experienced during the implementation of new discoveries are to be taken positively 
to promote a positive growth in a due course. Capital required for various innovative projects will 
be provided by collecting funds from various sources, with a hope that the funds will be utlised in 
the right direction to bring prosperity to the innovators.

goodwill
Scaling the pinnacle 
of glory with
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It is a woman who carries and delivers
It is a woman who nurtures
Blind people are those who mock women like morons.
    (Translated verses of Hadibadeya Dharma)
 In her poetic work Hadibadeya Dharma created during the period of medieval Kannada literature, 

Sanchi Honnamma does not spares those who discriminate against women. Honnamma is being 
harshly critic, but very accurate. She calls those who disrespect women, as blind persons.

It has been 300 years since these comments were made by Sanchiya Honnamma. We need to put a 
question to ourselves “To what extent the situation has changed so far? We need to 
discover an answer.

Woman is often compared to Mother Earth or a river. It explains a lot when an 
element which has a power to nurture the living beings in any part of the universe, 
is addressed in feminine.

Our ancestors believed that by comparing nature to woman, one could 
easily identify the role of woman in the creation and nurturing of man 
and other living beings in nature.

Things have surely changed when it comes to the status of women 
in the Nation and in the world over the years. The credit must un-
doubtedly go to the consistent efforts by the governments and the 
society. Women have been earning their much-deserved places, on 
their own merit, hard work and rightful demands.

However, given the situation, there is a huge gap between the 
patriarchal view where woman is seen as a commodity and the pro-
developmental perspective where woman contributes towards a sus-
tainable environment.

 Environmental issues need to be viewed in the context of Gandhian 
model of Economy, to gather an idea on the importance of Women-oriented 
Economy. Climatic change, being an international problem, requires to be 
addressed on the lines of sustainable modes of livelihood, as a solution.

 This indeed, has added to the importance of International Women’s Day. 
Selco has moved a step further in this direction.  International Women’s Day 
was celebrated in all the offices of Selco across the Nation.

 It is noteworthy that the number of women who use solar power as a 
revenue generating solution, has increased significantly. Solar sector has pro-
vided them with jobs. Solar Photovoltaic technology has a capacity to pro-
vide large number of employment opportunities, enabling 
good earning.

(Continued... page no. 23)

The path towards women-
oriented economy 

A cross-section view of the power house

Selco Editorial Board
networkingteam@selco-india.com
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Mohan Bhaskar Hegade

Words on the title are not mere words. These words represent power and inner spirit. These words are 
life. We will try to understand how. I would be happy if we are enlightened a bit during the process.

Spirituality need not necessarily be always related to the soul. Many people tend to think that 
spirituality is not their cup of tea. Nevertheless, it is a simple way of thinking. Soul stands for our in-
ner spirit. Soul is nothing but our will power to do something good. This power is immense, though 
invisible but could be felt with closed eyes. Soul is the feeling which we come across when we think 
in a meditative mode. What they feel is their soul. Everyone feels their soul.

Another major aspect of spirituality is confidence. We should be confident about ourselves as 
well as about everyone else. Just like the soul, confidence is invisible. It takes a long time to de-
velop confidence. It is often generated through hard work. Confidence gives you a glow on face 
and peace for the mind. Confidence is a non-ending responsibility that one needs to fulfill. It is no 
physical features. But the impact that confidence has on people is immense. Confidence is pure as 
well as powerful. It manifests in the form of achievement, making the person excel in his work. 
Very few are those who are blessed with confidence. It always accompanies the soul. It takes the 
personality to a new level.

Another major force is woman. She is the spirit and power. She is a self-emanating energy. She 
is a power to herself and to the mass. Her power is immense when she is independent and happy. 
She handles miseries as well as miracles. She owes her life to others. Her life is for creation. She is 
all smiles when loved and adored. She breaks down into tears when she feels rejected. She is super 
sensitive. Every single work begins and ends with her. It finds perfection only with her contribu-
tions. She stands out for these reasons. She is always great irrespective of her qualities.  She is aus-
picious in all times and in all places. The quality of hers to be happy with what she has, is a boon 
for her. She is omnipresent and omnipotent. 

When all these above three forces - spirituality, confidence and woman come together, nothing 
can beat this energy. This power needs to be utilized for universal good. The power should be used 
to create a good atmosphere. This will in-turn bring success.  This should be the motto of every 
organization and every person in the organization. The formula is for the individuals 
and for the Nation. This makes her more auspicious. Remember, honesty is the key to 
unleash this formula.  It is achieved with purity. This is the power and intellect.

 We shall try and we shall follow.

CEO, Selco

Self-confidence 
thy name is
woman 

 Lead Kindly Light
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Behind a saree which bring joy to women, are unseen efforts by the weavers. Selco 
has been taking novel initiatives to bring upon positive changes in the lives of saree 
weavers, without harming the tradition at the same time.

Solar power reduces 
weavers’ chore

Every woman loves sarees. It is a piece of fabric adored by traditional and modern people alike.  
In the olden days, saree was worn not only by our mothers, grandmothers, elder sisters and aunts 
but also the women who came to do agricultural labour in the paddy fields. It was not just the cloth 
measuring several yards, but had an emotional bonding.

Mother’s sarees evoke different feelings every time. The saree dampened in her sweat at the 
end of the day after she is done with her domestic chores, is still afresh in memories. While going 
to market, she took out the ‘outdoor’ saree from the wardrobe, which emanated refreshing scent 
of naphthalene balls.

The saree of elder sister who has become a new mother, would definitely smell of child’s urine.
Nevertheless, memories with sarees and the stories behind these sarees would be endless.  After 

all, it is these stories which keep us alive from within, bring smile on our face and also dampen the 
eyes sometimes.

Controversies have not even spared the saree. Whenever wearing a saree is made compulsory, 
there are criticisms about the cultural ideologies being imposed forcefully. Some might even argue that 
saree exposes midriff and the back. Surprisingly, when one points out that the modern dresses expose 
much more, compared to a saree, a response is shot back, saying, one should not be too orthodox.

 The argument does not end here. Anyone who likes a saree would say that the exposed mid-
riff and back, does not cause any disrespect. Anyway, good or bad, the feelings are in the eyes of 
beholder.

Sarees immersed in golden hues...
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 All these arguments are about the draping of saree alone. The world of saree, starting from the 
preparation of yarn till a full-length saree reaches its customer, is vast.

 ‘Kanjivaram’, a Tamil film released few years ago, narrated the story of a silk saree weaver. In 
the coastal region of Karnataka, the success story of the rejuvenation of traditional Udupi sarees, 
is inspiring.

Weavers of the Ilakal and Molakalmuru sarees fight for their dignity of life, amid severe chal-
lenges of flood which took away their looms. Handloom weaving is a skillful job demanding lot 
of time and effort. Weaving with hands, without the help of power loom is a penance, demanding 
lot of patience.

 Working out the right combination of colors for a saree, is an art in itself. Selecting the shade 
of colours, simplicity, borders, polka dots, motifs, matching the right ‘butta’ for the contrasting 
colours, lines and so on. The process makes the weaver, like a person going on in search of beauty.

However, the life of a weaver is not easy. Selco has taken several steps to lessen the misery of 
weavers. Particular styles of Indian handloom weaving have also been assigned with the Geo-
graphical Indication Tags. Notably, The GI tag for these sarees is awarded for the unique style 
of handloom weaving. Running the loom on electricity, which could deprive the fabric with its 
unique identity. This could also result in the stoppage of benefits provided to the handloom weav-

ers by the government.
 For all the above reasons, it is a real challenge to ease the la-

borious task of the handloom weavers and to help them weave 
more sarees to earn more revenue at the same time.

 To address this challenge, Selco came up with small, ad-
ditional tools which run on solar energy and can be used in 
the handloom.  Apart from loom several other equipment are 
required to weave a saree. Before applying thread on the loom, 
the threads need to be spun neatly. The wheels which roll the 
threads, is powered with solar energy. The light on the loom is 
made to run on solar energy.

 The pulveriser which squashes the fruit skin to create or-
ganic colours, is also powered by solar energy. The heater which warms up the water used for 
creating the natural dye, is also made to run on solar power. These are the crucial processes where 
the time consumed is reduced with the application of solar energy powered devices contributed 
by Selco. This not only saves time but also has spared laborious work involved, along with making 
the industry more nature friendly.

 The solar batteries are installed at Talipadi Weavers Cooperative Society where one of those 
gorgeous Udupi sarees were woven.

 Mamatha Rai of Kadike Trust says “Ex-Director of Selco Solar Pvt Ltd and organic farmer M. 
R. Pai has given his suggestions as to where the solar power can be used to run the machines. The 
pulveriser, heater, the spinning wheel and the lights of the day-to-day usage at the workshop, now 
entirely run-on solar power. Selco Solar Founder Harish Hande and CEO Mohan Bhaskar Hegade 
have been very encouraging.”

 A few years ago, the weavers who weave Molakalmuru sarees were provided with solar lights 
to be used during the process of weaving have shown very good and encouraging impact.

Now, the Udupi saree weavers are supported in various levels by enabling them with solar power.
 The model has been highly successful. More opportunities in making the lives of weavers 

better, need to be explored. Woolen rug weavers of Challekere work hard for a week 
to weave a single rug. They could be provided with lights and fans which run on solar 
power. Same with the weavers of Ilakal sarees.
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Radha Hegade belongs to Ummachagi of Yallapura taluk in Uttara Kannada district.
Apart from being an ex-member of Yallapura taluk panchayat, she has been involving herself 

in agricultural and social activities.
When the team Selco met Radha Hegade and explained about their initiatives on livelihoods 

driven by solar energy, she showed interest in starting an entrepreneurship with the help of Selco.
Selco encouraged her to set up flour 

and spices powdering mill in Um-
machagi. Sustain Plus organisations of 
Bhartiya Vikasa Trust came forward to 
provide financial support for the proj-
ect. But, it was difficult to bear the en-
tire project cost. Then, Radha availed 
the rest of the amount through the 
loans provided by the Yallapura branch 
of KDCC Bank.

The project got a wonderful start and 
there has been no looking back for Radha 
since then. From the last three months, 
she has been running the Solar powered 
spices powdering and flour mill.

Now, the villagers of Ummachagi 
and nearby villages need not have to 
wait for day long even after going to 
the far bound Yallapura and Sirsi to get 
their rice, wheat, corn, groundnut, tur-
meric and dried ‘vatehuli’ (monkey fruit), to be converted into flour.

However, the people of Ummachagi can now rely upon Radha’s flour mill in Ummachagi, irre-
spective of frequent load shedding. The solar power flour mill of Radha, has come as a great relief 
for the people, saving time and money.

On an average, 50 kilos of flour are prepared in the mill per day. There will be an increased 
demands during festivals. The enterprise has been providing a decent income for Radha Hegade, 
along with helping the community.

Motivated by the success of her flour mill, Radha is now preparing to set up a coconut oil mill 
which runs on solar power. She feels happy for being able to extend her business. Not only 
that, the hard-earned money has made her financially independent and more confident. 
She takes pride in narrating her success story which was made possible with solar en-
ergy. Radha Hegade is an inspiration to many others today.

Solar powered flour mill 
for a decent earning

Still
Moving

Selco Team
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People, both men and women, 
have a prejudice that certain areas 
are not suitable for women. In re-
ality, if one has the will power and 
the determination to successfully 
fulfill a new task which might 
seem unrealistic to achieve.

Two women from Vijayapura 
has set a mark.

Both, Saras-
wathi Adagal, a 
resident of Ma-
hatma Gandhi 
Leprosy Colony 
and Asma Asangi 
living in a slum 

area in Allapura Base colony, 
have completed their education 
in ITI-Electrician from Loyola 
ITI, Vijayapura. Currently, they 
are working as the ‘Mahila Seva 
Bandhu’ in the services depart-
ment of Selco Solar.

They have proven that wom-
en too can foray in to the regions 
which were ruled by men for a 
long time. Not only that, they have 
been successfully fulfilling their 

responsibility.
 Saraswathi and Asma, with 

their bold move, have inspired 
many other women to discover 
their potential. As a result, many 

Maladi, part of the tiny village of Tekkatte in 
Kundapura of Udupi district, is known for the historic 
Anegudde Sri Siddhivinayaka temple and the Malyadi 
bird sactuary, surrounded by thick greenery.

Being a remote area, the village faces shortage of ba-
sic facilities.

Ashalatha, a resident of the village runs a small shop in the 
village. Despite being an ex-member of the village panchayat 

of Tekkatte, she had been 
known for her honesty and 
concern for the people. She did 
not even use her privileges as 
an elected member, to get a 
power connection to her shop. 
Saddened by various brickbats 
in the way, she came across Sel-
co solar pvt ltd. Little she knew 
that the solar energy could be 
utilized to operate refrigerator, 
solar printer and sewing ma-
chine. The Selco team met her 
and told her about the benefits 

of solar energy.
Apart from solar lights 

and fans, Ashalatha has 
now installed solar refrig-
erator, solar printer and 
solar sewing machine in 
her shop, at a cost of Rs. 
1,25,000/-

Selco Foundation 
provided a subsidy of 
Rs 43,000 to Ashalatha. 
She raised the remaining 
amount in the form of loan, 
from Canara Bank, Tekkatte branch. Solar has powered 
her enterprise and helped in empowering economically.

 Now, she is not bothered about electricity as solar 
energy provides all her requirements for the 
shop, from which Ashalatha gets her daily 
bread. Income from her own enterprise has 
brought her contentment in life.

A relief from electricity 
load-shedding

Ashalatha of Tekkatte, Udupi district lays an example
Still

Moving
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Kurikatta is a tiny place situated at a yelling distance 
from Panambur beach in Mangaluru.

Renuka, was gaining her daily bread by daily waged work 
from the last four decades. Her life got a turning point after she 
became one of the beneficiaries of Selco Solar. Her happiness has 
no bounds when Selco helped her to realise her dream.

 Renuka is a native of Lakshmishwara in Hubballi. Her 
family came in search of a job in Mangaluru fourty years 
ago. She had to fend for herself 
after her husband passed away 
and the responsibility of two 
children, parents and two broth-
ers fell on her shoulders. Doing 
a daily waged job in a private 
company in Mangalore, Renuka 
strugled to overcome her house  
difficulties.

Kurikatta area where she lives, has 
houses more than 300 families from Northern parts of Karnataka.

During an orientation programme conducted by Selco, 
she came to know about the solar powered Roti making ma-
chine. Renuka, who wanted to start an enterprise of her own 
and she liked the idea of preparing Roti.

 With the help provided by the representative of Selco 
and the Seva Pratinidhi of Sri Kshetra Dharmasthala Rural 
Development Project (SKDRDP), she decided to set up a 
Roti unit and applied for the subsidy. With the subsidy, she 
purchased a Roti making machine.

 In her house, Renuka used to prepared Rotis by hand. 
The Roti making machine run by solar power, not only 
made her job easy but also helped her to prepare more rotis 
in lesser time. Selco provided her with necessary guidance 
and training in accomplishing the task.

 Renuka prepared Jowar Roti, Ragi Roti, Akki Roti and 
Chapathi. Cleanliness, hygiene and quality have been her 
trademark. She now gets a demand for not less than 100 
rotis per day and also bringing her good income. She is 
planning to extend the business by opening a new hotel and 
providing door-to-door delivery.

Renuka, leading an independent, self-sustain-
able life, thanks Selco  Solar.

Renuka of Panambur beach in Mangaluru

Roti making machine
provides livelihoodother women have emerged as 

‘Seva Bandhu’.
 Four years ago, solar lamps 

were installed in 40 houses in 
Mahatma Gandhi Leprosy Col-
ony. As per the Annual Main-
tenance Contract Selco solar has 

been providing service of the 
equipment.

 Mahila Seva Bandhu Saras-
wathi Adagal and Asma Asangi 

conducted a 
camp on In-
t e r n a t i o n a l 
Women’s Day  
organized by 
the Vijayapura 
branch of Selco 
Solar.

Vijayapura Selco Manager 
(Customer Services) Santhosh 
Hitnalli provided the guidance.

CNFE NGO Fr Tiyol and 
Rotarian (Rotary Club of Vijay-
apura North) Uday Kumar Yala-
vara was the chief guest and lit 
the lamp to inaugurate the pro-
gramme.

Selco Vijayapura branch 
Manager Anand Padanad were 
present.

 Setting a benchmark, the 
event successfully high-
lighted the importance of 
the women’s day.

Women from slum 
areas exude self-
confidence

Still
Moving Selco Team
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Gopala Ambiga, is a daily waged labourer living 
in Kavora village of Honnavara taluk in Uttara Kan-
nada district. His six- membered family felt marooned 
after he was paralyzed and was unable to work.

 His wife Susheela had to take over the respon-
sibility of the house and used to sell fish to make a 
living. She also learnt to run a boat, along with doing 
daily waged work.

 Bhavya, elder daughter of Gopal and Susheela,  
wanted to support her family and discontinued her 

studies after SSLC. She also helped her mother in 
looking after Gopal.

 To earn a decent amount, she took training in tai-
loring at Canara Bank RSETI (the former Synd RCT) 
and started to do tailoring in her home. But, the fre-
quent power cut was the major hindrance.

At the same time, the training provided by Selco So-
lar on sewing with solar powered machine, came handy 
for Bhavya. Her mother Susheela too, encouraged the 
daughter to avail the training and gave her consent to 
install the Selco solar powered sewing machine.

She got loans from SKDRDP and installed the ma-
chine. With the help of Selco solar powered motor, 
Bhavya could work continuously for seven to eight 
hours and deliver the stitched cloth to her customers on 
time. A solar light was also installed so that she could 
stitch cloths without any issues.

 Bhavya, who is getting appreciation for 
her work, thanked Selco for making her life 
better.

Another achiever who earns her 
livelihood by tailoring, is Revathi. She 
is from Bukkigudde in Perduru village 
in Udupi district.

After completing her basic educa-
tion in her village, she wanted to carry 
out self-
employment 
and support 
other wom-
en from the 
rural areas 
by motivat-
ing them to 
take up their 
own jobs. 
Initially, she 
started a 

small tailoring shop in Perduru village.
The daily income in those days was 

Rs. 300 to 400. A little amount remained 
after a huge chunk of the income went 
to the electricity bills as the sewing ma-
chines ran on electricity power.

It was difficult to save money and to 

Solar motor 
converts tailoring 
into an easy chore

Still
Moving

Solar powered sewing 
machines build 
entrepreneurship

Bhavya from Honnavara gets a lease of life

Selco Team
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Many livelihoods were affected by Corona vi-
rus which hit the world badly. Many poor fami-
lies lost their job and daily bread. But they had to 
do something to earn food for themselves and the 
family.

Many would lose hope in such a situation. But, 
Asha Tulasi, a homemaker from Basavanagudi 
in Shivamogga, did not want to remain unem-
ployed dur-
ing the pan-
demic. Even 
though she is 
a housewife 
from the 
beg inning , 
she always 
wanted to 
run a busi-
ness of her 
own. Instead 
of cursing 
the destiny 
during the 
p a n d e m i c , 
she decided 
to take a 
small step. 
But there was 
the challenge 
of investing money for the machinery. Also, many 
other business ideas were not practical for her as 
she had to look after the family. Then, she decided 
to prepare roti using a roti maker machine. All she 
had to do was to prepare more rotis than usual 
and this can be done from her home.

 Selco solar roti machine came handy for Asha 
Tulasi. She availed loans from Dharmasthala 
Sangha to purchase the machine.

 She is now a successful woman entrepreneur 
region, powered by Selco and Dharmasthala Sang-
ha. She says she is grateful to these organisations.

A home maker turns into 
a resillient entrepreneur

The success story of Asha Tulasi of Shivamogga

handle other expenses with the rest of the 
amount. If she took more orders for sewing, 
the electricity bill too, would cost dearer. 
Moreover, the power supply was interrupt-
ed due to load shedding often. This was a 
major hindrance for a steady income.

Along with ensuring timely delivery of 
stitched cloth to her customers, Revathi also 
wanted to uplift the standard of lives of the 
rural women, doing tailoring in her shop.

The sewing machine driven by solar 
power was a perfect solution. When Re-
vathi came across this idea, she did not 
waste any time in purchasing a solar pow-
ered motors which help to run the sewing 
machines. Selco officer provided the neces-
sary guidance. They got the solar motors at 
subsidized costs.

With this, not only the amount paid to the 
electricity 
was saved, 
but also the 
work ef-
ficiency got 
improved. 
The women 
tailors now 
do not need 

to worry about the power supply.
The installation of solar motors to the 

sewing machines, changed the lives of Re-
vathi and the workers in the tailoring shop, 
by providing more work.

The shop is now able to generate the 
daily income of Rs 1000 to Rs 1500. Revathi 
has been an inspiration to others by provid-
ing training for 100 to 150 people in self – 
employment. For this achievement, she was 
awarded the ‘Energy Access Skills 2021’ 
award by Bharatiya Vikasa Trust, Manipal.

Revathi now has a decent life 
and enjoys respect in the society. 

 Solar stiched her way to 
success.

Still
Moving
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Selco solar powered machines have come as a boon for the company run by farmers in Bajar Bhugav 
village in Kolhapur district in Maharastra.

The processing of turmeric was a challenge for them till the solar powered machines were installed 
in their firms.

20 farmer members of the company 
have been cultivating turmeric in their 
farmers through organic methods, 
with the support of ‘Atma’ project of 
the Government of Maharastra.

But, the processing of turmeric 
after the cultivation, was not an easy 
task. Uninterrupted power supply is 
required to polish the turmeric and 

to powder it.  As there were no mills, they had to 
carry the turmeric rhizomes all the way to the cities 
and transport back the turmeric powder. The cost 
of transportation was a huge burden, apart from 
the time and effort spent in the process. This result-
ed in the loss of profit out of the overall revenue.

ICICI Foundation came across the problem of 
farmers and asked Selco whether it is possible to 
address the issue with the help of solar power.

With a plan to install, the solar powered pro-
cessing unit, the Selco representatives visited the 

farmers places. The Selco approved the construction of a unit and 
in order to install the machinery empowered by solar energy, a 
subsidy of Rs. 2,75,000. The beneficiaries raised 70,000 on through 
their contributions. The project which was completed in 2020, was 
handed over to the farmers. 

Salient features of the project
Now, the villagers do not have to depend on the electricity to 

process the turmeric rhizomes. They can polish and powder the 
turmeric in their convenient time.

 Solar unit has saved lot of time, money and effort for farmers.
Moreover, they do not need to overspend on electricity.
 The turmeric cultivators of Bajar Bhugav have now come up 

with their own brand for organically grown turmeric. The prod-
ucts are being successfully marketed in the local markets and also 
huge markets in the city.

Solar power for the 
processing and value 
addition of turmeric

Ode to the 
Sun God
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Thoughts on eco-friendly fuel, solar power and sustainable development would be incomplete 
without the reference of Selco. The organization has created a positive impression in the minds of 
people. The journey towards the achievement was not an easy one. The team had a dream and the abil-
ity to work hard to realise the dream. Of all, it had an able leadership with a futuristic goal. Here are 
some snippets on the journey traced by Selco.  

Harish Hande, a 24 year old young man, thought 27 years ago - If the poor Americans living in 
Dominican Republic - Central America, can utilize solar power for their households, why not the finan-
cially backward in India who are lacking electricity supply, use solar energy for light?

While doing his degree in the subject, he would always think about the useful applications of solar 
energy and the ways to make it accessible to the people in need. Hande prepared a paper on the subject 

in 1993-94 and got an opportunity to present the paper before the experts in Massachusetts University. 
The question asked to Harish Hande by one of the senior scientists was - Will you be able to execute 
this in India?

Hande was awestruck by the question.
 ‘Absolutely’, replied Harish Hande in a firm voice.
The incident laid the first stone of foundation for Selco.
Consistent thought process, determination to succeed and an extensive search for the likeminded 

people, travels, consolations followed.
Inspiration from Naville Williams
Hande drew his inspiration from American Journalist Naville Williams. He was also an environ-

ment activist. Neville worked as the energy advisor to the American President Jimmy Carter. As a 
propagator of peace, Neville opposed the war raged by America on Vietnam. He believed that the 
differences could be solved Due to his forthright attitude, he was being keenly observed by those in 
power. His movements were being tracked.

 While doing his post graduate degree in America in 1992, Harish Hande came to know about Nev-
ille Williams. He wanted to speak to him. After earning Neville’s phone number, Hande spoke to Nev-
ille and sought and appointment for meeting. Neville clearly denied saying he was busy. But, Hande 

Selco traces a long path to 
                         make a mark

An aura of one crore suns

SELCO has pioneered the delivery of sustain-
able energy to the poor in India in a manner 
that creates assets and results in long term 
poverty alleviation. These sustainable energy 
driven solutions increase incomes, improves 
quality of life, and alleviates poverty.
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insisted upon giving him a chance to meet Neville, at least during the lunch break. Finally, Neville had 
to agree to meet.

 After meeting Hande, Neville recognized the enthusiasm in Hande. Neville, had established a 
NGO called Solar Electric Light Fund (SELF) back in 1990. He also wanted to work in the energy sector 
in India.

 Hande came to know about this and sought his cooperation to work with him in India. Harish 
Hande brought Neville to India in 1993 and worked with him in SELF. Neville was impressed by Har-
ish’s work.

 Hande, after his work in India with Neville, suggested forming a  project with far reaching impacts. 
Neville agreed to build an organization.

 In America, Harish used to receive a stipend of Rs 15,000 for every three months. This amount was 
invested as the capital. Neville invested 50,000 per year.

 This way, SELCO came into being.
 Stands for the first letter of SELF, EL for Electric Light and Co for Company.
 After registration with Indian Companies Act, the company was named as Selco Solar Light Private 

Limited and was officially inau-
gurated on 30-03-1995.

Harish Hande, Umesh Rai, 
Harish Shetty, Suresh Savala-
gi, Hemalatha Rao, and Anand 
Karath were the first members 
of Selco. Puttur was the first 
branch and Aravinda Rai of 
Puttur was the first customer.

 Neville had wide contacts 
in America. Given his cred-
ibility, a company named ECO 
wanted to invest in Selco. But 
there was a drawback. The 
company only invested in so-
cial organisations. Later, Cris-
tine Abes from the same com-
pany invested in Selco.
 Neville Williams was the first 

Founder Director, Harish Hande was the Managing Director and Cristine was the Director.
 Neville visited India again in 1996 and took part in programmes in Dharwad and Hyderabad.
 Later, he brought Gaiya Kapital to invest in Selco. Anyway, Gaiya was too commercial and could 

not be with Selco for long. Harish says that Gaiya Kapital was not in agreement with the ideologies of 
Neville.

 Neville retired from Selco in 2001.
 Neville and Harish continue to have friendly relations even today and Neville gives his timely ad-

vices to Selco. Neville takes pride in saying that Selco the best performing organization among all the 
organisations he was involved with.

 Currently, Selco is operating in Karnataka, Kerala, Bihar, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Andhra 
Pradesh. Selco has 50 energy centres, 10 service branches, 3 material laboratories, a custom-
er support division, a Head office and two zonal offices. The company has more than 50 
branches and has 563 employees.
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This is a story of how a private company and Selco changed the look of Government Primary 
Health Centre in Dehane village of Khed taluk of Pune district.

 The role of health services came to the limelight when the Coronavirus widely spread in the coun-
try. People in the vil-
lages struggled to 
obtained essential 
health services as the 
transport facilities had 
almost stopped.  Pri-
mary Health Centres 
in the villages came 
handy for the people 
in this situation.

But, the main prob-
lem was load shed-
ding. Health services 
in the government 
hospitals and health 
centres were hit due to frequent power cuts in rural areas.

 Being convinced about the necessity of health services, some organisations came forward to pro-
vide assistance to the health centres in the form of solar power, by utilizing money from their Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility (CSR) funds.

 3 M is one of those companies. 
The company functions in Ran-
janangaun town in Maharastra. An 
amount of Rs 1,98,000 was provided 
by the company to the government 
primary health centre in Dehane 
village. The doctors in the health 
centre too, contributed an amount 
of Rs 7,000.

 Selco, taking over the project 
work, successfully completed the 
work and handed it over to the 
health centre on June, 2021.

 With the availability of solar 
power, there was no need to depend 
on the power grid. The patients can 

now avail the health services whenever they require.
 Visiting the health centre, representatives of 3M have appreciated the quality of the solar power 

project by Selco. They also announced that a similar assistance will be extended to seven 
other primary health centers in Rajanangaun. For the same, a MoU was signed by 3M and 
Selco, to implement solar power projects worth Rs 78 lakh.

Hospital in Dehane village gets solar power
The Maha success story of Maharastra

Efforts towards sustainable energy- Helath nuxus
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Gender equality simply means equal rights and opportunities for all regardless of gender. How-
ever, it still remains one of the unfinished business of our time and there is a long way to go before 
we can truly achieve gender equality in all walks of life.

Women and girls represent almost half of the world's population. Hence, while there is a moral 
obligation on each one of us to ensure equitable rights and opportunities for all women, there is 

also an economic impli-
cation if half the popu-
lation doesn't achieve 
their full potential.  

While there has 
been some prog-
ress over the years 
but gender dispari-
ties still exist in large 
parts - discrimina-
tory laws, regressive 
social norms, under 
representation in par-
liament/ boards of 
companies and many 
more challenges that 
still need our atten-
tion.

The silver lining in 
all of these is the awareness that is getting created institutionally and led by some great empow-
ered women leaders globally. Even in the space of STEM which was largely dominated by one 
gender we have Susan Wojcicki, CEO of YouTube and in her own words: "Tech is an incredible 
force that will change our world in ways we can’t anticipate. If that force is only 20–30% women, 
that is a problem.”

SELCO & SDG 5

SDG 5 aims to achieve gender equality by ending all forms of discrimination, violence and any 

Gender equality today 
for a sustainable 
tomorrow 

Khushbu Agraval
 DGM, Selco

There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the con-
dition of women is improved, it is not possible for a bird to fly 
on only one wing.                                                                     

- Swami Vivekananda
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harmful practices against women and girls in the public and private spheres. It also calls for the 
full participation of women and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of political and 
economic decision-making.

We at SELCO are committed to meet the SDG 5, that is Gender Equality. It is always good to 
have an equal balance for women and men in an organisation. We have been trying to balance the 
gender ratio and this year we are focusing more on this goal. This is our priority goal this year.

We initially started the recruitment of female office administrators across our branches spread 
across India. We continued with women champions across the major departments of the organi-
sation like Legal & Compliance, Accounts & Finance, Statutory & Fixed Assets, Revenue Manage-
ment, Internal audit, HR & Admin and Customer Support department.

We did not stop there. We did not limit women's engagement to office premises but extended 
to fields to generate leads and provide technical services.

We came up with two schemes to promote Women empowerment. Women Business Associ-
ate is a unique initiative where many housewives come out of their home and join Selco to create 
better awareness and sell selco products. These schemes not helped in creating a cleaner environ-
ment but also provide direct financial support to their families. Similarly, Seva Bandhu is a won-
derful idea where women technicians provide the technical support to our customer segments. It 
is a model of assured income.

These 2 schemes have made us proud and also brought SELCO at the frontline to focus more 
on the gender equality.

OUR CONFIDENCE

While we would 
agree there is a 
long way to go be-
fore achieving gen-
der equality, but I 
firmly believe each 
one of us (regard-
less of our gender) 
has a social and 
moral obligation 
to support this 
cause. This could 
start with a simple 
initiative with us 
ending all gender 
stereotypes at our 
home and in all our 
ecosystems. We ed-

ucate our children and raise them to understand the importance of gender equality in life.
 From my personal experience, I have always felt that leadership and competence has no 

gender while working with SELCO. And I see more organizations adopting a more inclusive ap-
proach towards gender diversification.

We also have great women leaders who have shown us that if we work hard, we can even 
reach the pinnacle of career success.

Hence, I believe things can only improve from here and I am very optimistic about the future 
and the world we will pass on to our children.
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Facing the challenges will become easy when we 
have a determination to achieve and to do good to the 
society. Shruthilatha of Bhiar is a live example. With 
consistent efforts, she has not only made a career for 
herself but also has been managing her house along 
with a job, well-balancing both.

 Shruthilatha Kumari hails from a lower middle-
class family of Jumui district of Bihar. She owns a de-
gree in physiology. Today, she is working as an offi-
cer in the marketing department of Selco India. Before 
joining Selco, she was working in Jeevika (BRLPS) as 
a Chief Resource person.

 Shruthi started her career at Jeevika, to financially 
support her family, which was backward. Since her 
childhood, she had an ambition to study well and get 
a job with good prospects. Her dream was to serve so-
ciety while doing the job. She joined Jeevika in March, 
2020. She was the Chief Resource person at the devel-
opment section which worked to find modes of liveli-
hood through small and medium enterprises (SME) 
for people from below poverty line.

Shruthi worked in close contact with 95 utterly 
poor families and made efforts to create jobs which 
could fetch a monthly income of Rs 4,000 to 5,000 to 
each family. The ways of livelihood included small 
grocery shops, street food stalls, cattle rearing and 
vegetable stalls. Even during Covid pandemic, she 
helped the poor people to open 35 small shops.

Apart from this, she was continuously motivating 
the members of self-help groups and community mo-
bilisers to enable them to create ways of livelihood for 
poorest people. Shruthilatha worked with 55 communi-
ty mobilisers and every mobiliser was in-charge of 10 to 
15 self-help groups. Every group has 10 to 15 members.

After working with the SJY scheme at Jeevika for 
one year, Shruthilatha had to look for other jobs. Af-
ter coming to know about vacancies in Selco from a 
colleague, she joined Selco as a marketing office to 

Shruthilatha carves 
a niche for self

encourage the use of solar energy among the 
backward and deprived classes.

Challenges
When she joined Selco, many things were 

new for Shruthi and she had to accustom her-
self to new challenges. Along with her work, 
she had to manage her household. Balanc-
ing the domestic chores and the professional 
work was a necessity for her.

In her workplace, she had to convince 
people to look for renewable sources of en-
ergy such as solar power. She says that it is a 
real challenge to decentralize the fuel require-
ments. If the people have access to electricity, 
they may not be ready to switch to solar en-
ergy. But, electricity is generated from non-
renewable sources of energy and is expensive. 
We need to spread awareness on the benefits 
of solar energy, Shruthilatha says.

She started with a positive note and has 
made more than 25 members of Jeevika to turn 
to solar energy for fuel requirements. People 
like Shruthilatha have been the strengths be-
hind the growing popularity of solar energy 
and Selco.

 Shruthilatha does not stop here and is 
aiming to achieve more by encour-
aging more and more people to be-
come solar energy sufficient.

Selco Team
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The target for temperature control has been set for 2070. Lack of an interim target raises serious 
concerns. People can work slow. But, the nature could not stand long.

Rise in global temperature and climatic changes became a subject of serious discussion several 
years ago. Concerns were raised about the future challenges. But now, the changes have been 
evident and the far-reaching impacts can be imagined. Moreover, there is no time to ponder on 
whether we need to take steps or not, to control the global temperature because it has become the 
need of the hour. There is no other choice than to act.

Along with increase in global temperature, there are issues of untimely rains and fire incidents, 
resulting in losses of lives, property and natural resources. We need to know about the efforts 
taken to control global temperature.

 A Conference of Parties (COP) was formed in the global level to discuss the topic of tempera-
ture rise.  The COP decided to bring all nations in the world, under a single roof. The COP met 
in Germany in 1995 and a target was set to implement measures to control global temperature by 
2020. The conference concluded that in order to bring down the temperature, it is necessary to 
bring down air pollution.

 The main challenge was to reduce the carbon emissions in the developed Nations. The devel-
oping countries and the underdeveloped countries demanded the developed countries to reduce 
their carbon footprint. But the prosperous Nations did not budge.

 The COP was chaired again in 2015 in Paris. The target to bring down the temperature rise by 
half was set for 2030. To achieve this, it was decided to fix the carbon emission yardstick of vehicles 
to Euro – 6.

 To follow the same, India implemented Bharat Stage -6 guidelines to reduce the amount of 
smoke. Even though the USA had promised to materialize the plan, during the COP held in 2017, 
it came out of the entire Memorandum of Understanding.

 Currently, the target for temperature control has been set for 2070 and there are no interim 

Temperature 
control - a need 
of the hour

Green fuel - the way ahead
Selco Team
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targets. We, the people can wait. But the question is whether the nature will wait? Like America, 
other developed countries too, does not seem to bother.

 Experts have been pitching in the concept of Net Zero for the control of temperature rise. The 
idea is to limit the carbon emission to the level when it was there before the advent of industrial 
revolution in the world. Various Nations should implement effective steps to achieve this. This 
means that the current modes of electricity generation using fossil fuels, should be replaced by 
green fuels. It is the need of the hour to develop the technology to generate green energy.

 Ironically, the developed Nations have been mounting pressure on the developing Nations 
to achieve Net Zero. But, they themselves have been not been stopping the overuse of the non-
renewable energies in their countries. Neither they have been controlling the carbon emissions.

 India aims to achieve Net Zero by becoming independent of fuel by 2070.
 According to the Global Climate Risk Index 2021, India which is the country with second high-

est population, is responsible for its own environment pollution. As per the 2019 figures, India 
was the seventh country to be 
highly affected by global cli-
matic change.

 India is releasing highest 
amount of greenhouse gases 
like Carbon di-oxide to the 
environment, after USA and 
China.

 Experts say that the detri-
mental factors on the climate 
might affect the GDP of In-
dia, resulting in downward 
growth.

 Production of rice and oth-
er pulses might come down by 

40%. By the end of the century, 12 cities in the coastal region might submerge in the sea if the sea 
level rises, as per the prediction by the internal committee of the government on climatic changes.

War and its effects on fuel supply
The war between Russia and Ukraine has hit the supply of fuel and other essential items. India 

needs 4.8 crore barrels of oil every day. It has been estimated that the quantity might increase by 
8.7 crore barrels by 2040.

85 % of India’s fuel requirements are fulfilled with import. Such a dependency is con-
sidered not in good prospect for the country.

Continued...page 5
The sector which includes production of solar panels, assembling of spare parts, sale of equip-

ment and management, provide job opportunities to many.
 A lot more jobs will be created for women in the sector in the days to come. Selco’s objective is to 

engage more local women in the sector. ‘Mahila Udyama Sahavarthi’ and ‘Seva Bandhu’, schemes 
create opportunities for women. Selco hopes that the process will be a continuous journey.

 The current edition of ‘Sun Chalana’ narrates success stories of women who belong to different 
strata of society. There are talks on environment, too. The staff of Selco have shared their 
thoughts along with memories of the Founders’ Day, finds place in this edition.

 We hope that you appreciate the edition and look forward to your feedback.
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Celebration of the 27nd Foundation Day of Selco India was held.
Selco Founder Harish Hande expressed these thoughts during the event.
 “The efforts of Selco should reach the people in every district of the country. The motto of Selco 

as a social venture, would be achieved when it reaches more and more People”.
 “Even amidst the Corona pandemic, the Selco continued its work and became popular. The ef-

forts of the staff and the good wishes of the beneficiaries are behind this success. There is a target of 
Rs 200 crore for 
the next financial 
year. Currently 
the annual turn-
out is 100 crore. 
But we are not 
behind the finan-
cial figures. If we 
chase profit, we 
will lag behind 
in our social re-
sponsibility. De-
spite serving the 
rural masses un-
der the concept 
of social entre-
preneurship, the 
Selco is running 
in profit which 
is a matter of 
pride.”

 “There is an aim to increase the number of women staffs in Selco by 50%. They should be en-
abled to make decisions”, said, Harish Hande.

 Selco CEO Mohan Bhaskar Hegade said “From the beginning, Selco had promised itself to 
bring upon positive changes in the lives of poor. The objective will remain always. Light can re-
move the darkness of poverty.”

 Selco team honoured Ashalatha Kundapura, Girija Keri Koppala, Shankar Horagallamutt 
Dharwad, Asma Vijayapura and Vasantha Dharmasthala. They have been associated with Selco in 
their successful journey.

 Tanwir Asif, Additional Commissioner of the Excise department was the Chief Guest.
 Mohammed Ikra Mulla Sharif, CEO, Zilla Panchayat, Ramanagar, took part in the event virtu-

ally.
 Khushboo Agarwal, DGM, Bangalore, Selco, Thomas Pullankeri, Prof M S Sriram and 

Elina Kasolari, directors, Selco took part in Foundation Day programme.

 News and events
Amid the challenges of pandemic- 
Selco Team
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25,000 Selco ambassadors for sustainable development and 10,000 
women entrepreneurs working with renewable sources of fuel.

Women’s Day, redefined

“Selco has formulated the programmes to make the girls and women from the rural and semi-
urban areas as the future ambassadors of sustainable growth and entrepreneurs in renewable en-
ergy sector”, said, Selco Founder Harish Hande.

 He shared his thoughts on the launching of the orientation programme for the ambassadors of 
sustainable growth and entrepreneurs of sustainable energy resources.  The programme was held 
at the Head Office of Selco Foundation.

 “There is an aim to prepare 25,000 girls as the ambassadors of the sustainable energy of future. 
A minimum of 10,000 women are motivated to do research and develop entrepreneurship in the 
sector. They will also be provided with opportunities to become sustainable growth officers and 
motivators.”

 “The innovations in the field of sustainable growth, provides ample opportunities for women. 
They can be self-dependent on financial and social fronts. Women are trained to do the technical 

works which were once done by men, in solar energy sector, 
like the installation of solar equipment.”

 “Selco will work with 500 schools across the Nation, to meet 
its target of creating the sustainable energy ambassadors. Syl-
labus will be specially designed for 25,000 girl students. Thrust 
is laid on villages. The ambitious project will immensely con-
tribute to India achieving the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG). The programmes by Selco will also help to eliminate 
discrimination against women in the fields of technology, pro-
gramme implementation, innovation and entrepreneurship. “

 “Selco will tie-up with educational institutions, education experts, teachers, NGOs, govern-
ment and private sectors to make the programme successful.

Cooperation is sought from the like-minded and all the citizens in the venture. The programme 
will be held in different parts of the country.”  

 Huda Jafar, Director, Selco Foundation said “The priority sectors of agriculture, small 
enterprises, textile and handicraft and livelihood missions to enable the women to actively 
involved in the sector of sustainable energy.

 News and events

Path towards positivity
 We invite inspiring thoughts from our readers. 
Please share the motivating stories of people around you who have made a fortune for 

themselves and for others by utilizing Selco facilities from the local branch of Selco,
Do inbox the pictures along with the stories.  People may share with us their experi-
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The solar powered Roti and dough preparing machines were inaugurated during the Women’s 
Day programme held at Dharward. The event was conducted by Selco.

 Karnataka Vokas Grameena Bank Officer Sandhya Patil switched on the machines.
She spoke on the event and said “From the 

last 27 years, the Selco has been striving to cre-
ate self-dependent lives for women. The works 
by Selco is worth appreciation. The solar projects 
by Selco, prepared for women have been the suc-
cessful models of women empowerment. With 
the help of these projects who have taken up en-
trepreneurship and have become financially in-
dependent.

 “Many women are connected to the Selco net-
work today. The Roti preparation machine which 
operates on solar energy, has provided jobs for 
women and has made them efficient to earn a de-
cent amount for a living.” 

With the grants by Selco, Roti making machine and dough preparing machine have been in-
stalled at a cost of Rs 93,200. This is part of the ambitious project of Selco of creating solar entre-
preneurs.

Shobha Mosalaker who is working as the Vyavahara Bandhu in Selco, Dharwad branch from 
the last 2 years, now prepares 500 rotis per day, with the help of the solar powered machines.

 The sale of rotis has bringing her decent income.
 Poorima Kalabandi, is another solar entrepreneur. She shared her expreiecnes during the event. 

“Selco has provided me with an opportunity to make me stand on my own feet. Before associating 
with Selco, I had to fend for myself and it was a tough journey both emotionally and financially.”

 Prasanna Hegade, Suresh Savalagi, Deepu Nalavade, Gurumurthy Hegade, Sanan-
dana, Madhavi, Jayalakshmi, Nagarathna Poojara, Smitha Mudhol, Manasa, Lokesh and 
Nagaraj – the Selco staff took part during the programme.

How Selco contributed  to women 
empowerment...

 News and events

ences of field work in Selco.
 Limericks in good taste, thought provoking information, poems are 

welcome. 
We entertain your feedback on this issue of Sun Chalana.
Email : sanchalana22@gmail.com

                teamoutreach@selco-india.com
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International Women’s Day is a beautiful concept. The day provides an opportunity for many to 
realise that the work by women should be recognized and respected.

 In the current era, we are too busy only in obsering the hard work by our mothers at home, elder 
sisters who help mothers in daily chores and also the caring daughter sometimes. We should take time 
to thank them for their rich contribution.

We think we are too busy in the daily hassles. Even though we have a respect and thankfulness in 
our heart, they are less expressed in front of women. Many men think it is not necessary too. 

March 8 is observed as International Women’s Day. In many places, the entire month is celebrated 
as women’s month and is dedicated to the programmes recognizing the services of women. Women 
achievers are offered with felicitations.

 Nevertheless, these are not enough. The gratefulness should come from within us. The prizes and 
honours should not be confined to a day or week or month. This is not enough to usher in transfor-
mation in the lives of women. In fact, the women need encouragement when they want to achieve 
something. 

Without the presence of women, we cannot imagine our lives. They come in various turning points 
of our lives.

 Unfortunately, not many people support women either in the work place or in personnel lives 
when she feels down.

 When it becomes a natural process to thank women for their sacrifices and duties, the celebration 
of Women’s Day becomes more meaningful.

 In houses we treat women differently. Girls are imposed strict regulations and the boys are allowed 
to walk outside freely. The discrimination should end and the change should begin from the house. 
Either boys or girls should go out during night only when it is urgent.

 We should ponder on whether we can allow the wife to continue her education which was dis-
continued because of some unavoidable reason. Can we encourage our sister-in-law to attend training 
sessions in an art form to improve her drawing and painting skills?

Providing encouragement for girls and women to cultivate the reading and watching art movies 
should be considered as normal. If they want to watch movies in house, others should stop imposing 
their preferences on her and should leave her to pursue with her hobby.

 These habits should be applicable in the public too. This will help in solving many problems arising 
out of prejudices.

Many women sacrifice their career after they find it difficult to juggle household, family and work. 
Duty to her family comes first and the responsibility in the work place comes later. This kind of di-
lemma is unfortunate.

 To be able to balance both efficiently, she needs cooperation from her colleagues in the 
workplace. Not only men, women in the workplace too, should help her out.

 With this we hope that every day will become the Women’s Day in real spirit.

 All days are for 
Jagadish Pai. A,

Selco Team

women
Women’s Day celebrations would be more meaningful when their 

sacrifices and efforts are acknowledged.






